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Efﬁcient Rekeying Framework for Secure
Multicast with Diverse-Subscription-Period
Mobile Users
Young-Hoon Park, Dong-Hyun Je, Min-Ho Park† , and Seung-Woo Seo† Member, IEEE,
Abstract—Group key management (GKM) in mobile communication is important to enable access control for a group of users. A major
issue in GKM is how to minimize the communication cost for group rekeying. To design the optimal GKM, researchers have assumed
that all group members have the same leaving probabilities and that the tree is balanced and complete to simplify analysis. In the
real mobile computing environment, however, these assumptions are impractical and may lead to a large gap between the impractical
analysis and the measurement in real-life situations, thus allowing for GKM schemes to incorporate only a speciﬁc number of users.
In this paper, we propose a new GKM framework supporting more general cases that do not require these assumptions. Our framework
consists of two algorithms: one for initial construction of a basic key-tree and another for optimizing the key-tree after membership
changes. The ﬁrst algorithm enables the framework to generate an optimal key-tree that reﬂects the characteristics of users’ leaving
probabilities, and the second algorithm allows continual maintenance of communication with less overhead in group rekeying. Through
simulations, we show that our GKM framework outperforms the previous one which is known to be the best balanced and complete
structure.
Index Terms—multicast, security, group key, group key management, logical key hierarchy, batch rekeying, group dynamics
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I NTRODUCTION

I

N next-generation mobile communication, multicast
service will be a key application for supporting a large
group of subscribers simultaneously. Because multicast
transmits data to the group simultaneously, it reduces
the communication cost signiﬁcantly [1][2]. However,
since multicast may be vulnerable to an overhearing
attack, this efﬁciency can be achieved only when security
or access control is guaranteed; i.e., only authorized
group members can read the data properly. Many commercial applications such as PayTV, vehicular ad hoc
network (VANET), and group signature require that only
legal users have access authority [3], [4]. Nowadays, because smart phones are becoming popular, many mobile
applications which need group communication such as
DMB, video conference, and online game have emerged.
For both security and efﬁciency, a group key (GK)
which is shared only by a group of mobile devices has
been employed for access control. A message for the
group is encrypted by the GK and transmitted only
once. Then the transmitted message can be decrypted
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by only group members having the GK. However, the
GK is updated whenever the group membership changes
for forward and backward secrecy, which can cause a
serious problem with rekeying overhead [5].1 Hence,
many researchers have proposed variations of group key
management(GKM), and have attempted to reduce the
overhead for group rekeying.
Recently, as the number of smart phones grows, many
various membership-based applications are developing.
Many of these such as charged video streaming, online
game and wireless access applications rely on paid service. Due to the increase of short-period of subscription, the group key is updated frequently, so that the
communication overhead from rekeying grows. Hence,
the efﬁcient GKM scheme which can manage large and
dynamic user group is necessary.
1.1

Related Works

For GKM, one of the most important concerns is how to
minimize the communication overhead when the shared
GK is updated among the subscribers [10], [11]. Treebased GKM, one class of GKM, has received considerable attention from many researchers since the amount
of overhead for group rekeying is proportional to the
logarithm of the group size [12], [13], [14], [15], [16],
1. The rekeying overhead includes the communication overhead
from the distribution a new GK to the remaining group members,
the storage overhead from the saving of keys, and the computational
overhead from en/decryption. Since the wireless bandwidth is much
more expensive resource than the others in the next-generation mobile
communication, we focus the communication overhead which is a
dominant factor, similarly to previous work [6][7][8][9].
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[17]. In addition, many researchers have proposed new
GKM schemes with tree-based structure such as logical
key hierarchy(LKH), [10], [18], one-way function tree(OFT)
[19], and one-way key derivation(OKD) [7].
The most prominent tree-based GKM is LKH, which
was independently proposed by Wong et al. [10] and
Wallner et al. [18]. To accurately estimate and further
reduce the communication overhead, many researchers
have attempted to prove the lower bound of the communication cost and accurately analyze the communication
cost. For an a-degree LKH, it has been proven that
the communication overhead for each group rekeying
is O(a loga N ), where N is the group size. Zhu demonstrated that an LKH with a 4-degree tree structure is
optimal [8]. Canetti et al. and Snoeyink et al. determined
the lower bound of the communication cost [20], [5]. In
addition, Micciancio et al. [21] provided tighter analysis
on lower bound that matches the upper bound of [14].
Although many variations on LKH have been proposed to reduce the cost for group rekeying, they suffer
from inefﬁcient rekeying and out-of-sync problems. To
solve these problems, Li et al. proposed batch rekeying(BR) [22]. In BR, rekeying occurs periodically, whereas
in LKH, it occurs whenever the group membership
changes. Although BR cannot guarantee the perfect forward and backward secrecy, in most of the pragmatic
applications, some security leakage does not matter. In
PayTV service, for example, it is more efﬁcient that
group rekeying is processed everyday than that it is
processed whenever group members change.
Many researchers have investigated the exact communication cost of a key-tree in an attempt to reduce the
cost of group rekeying. Some, including Li et al., Zhu et
al. and Lin et al., have analyzed a balanced and complete
key-tree [22], [8], [7]. Furthermore, Lee et al. and Je et al.
obtained a more accurate communication cost model of a
key-tree other than the balanced and complete key-tree,
i.e., a level-homogeneous key-tree [9], [23].
The optimality of a key-tree has also been investigated,
and it was shown that optimality can be achieved from
the balance of a key-tree [24], [25], [26]. It is known
that for the worst case of an unbalanced key-tree, the
communication cost may be O(N ), where N is the group
size. In [24], [25], and [26], algorithms were proposed
for generating a balanced tree structure. However, the
performance of a key-tree may degrade when the locations of leaf nodes mapped to individual keys(IKs) for
leaving users are widely distributed. To solve the worstcase problem, Ji et al. proposed a departure dependent
key topology(DDKT)[27].
1.2

Motivation

Although many GKM proposals have been made since
BR was proposed, they have some fundamental limitations to be adopted to the mobile environment, as
follows.
1) They assumed the special case that all members
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Fig. 1. Counterexample of the results in previous works

have the same leaving probability, which is an
impractical assumption. In the mobile situations,
however, there are various types of members, i.e.,
from short-period to long-period subscribers. Although the impact of this unrealistic assumption
on the results is quite signiﬁcant, as this paper will
show, the assumption has been broadly adopted by
many researchers.
2) Because of the assumption in 1), most previous
mathematical results that proved that GKM with
a balanced and complete key-tree structure can
achieve optimal performance may have limited application. Hence, the initial construction algorithms
proposed for generating a balanced and complete
key-tree structure that is known to achieve the
best rekeying performance may also have limited
applicability [7], [22].
3) Owing to the result in 2), key-tree optimization
algorithms that maintain as balanced and complete
a tree structure as possible after group membership
changes (joining or leaving) cannot achieve optimal
performance in reality [8], [24], [25], [26].
4) Owing to the result in 2), performance analysis
was possible only for ad , which is the number of
members ﬁlling in the balanced and complete tree,
where a and d are the degree and the depth of the
tree structure, respectively. Therefore, the analysis
results and algorithms are not applicable for an
arbitrary number of mobile subscribers.
Nevertheless, the assumption of a special case has
been accepted as applicable to general mobile environments, since no generic analysis methods for arbitrary
leaving probabilities have been available. Fig 1 is an example demonstrating the falseness of this belief directly.
The balanced and complete tree shown in Fig. 1 (a) has
been considered as the optimal structure in the previous
works. However, it is not true in most cases where
members have different leaving probabilities. Consider
the case that two member A and B is more likely to leave
the group, i.e., they have higher leaving probabilities
than the others. Three keys colored with blue in Fig.
1 (a) will be updated more frequently. In this case, the
key tree structure as shown in Fig. 1 (b) performs better
since there are just two blue-colored keys to be updated.
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Leaving probability
Initial key-tree
After group
membership changes
Number of users

Previous works
equal
balanced & complete
balanced & complete keytree must be maintained
speciﬁc(ad )

Our approach
not equal
general
general keytree is allowed
any number

3

Server
Group Controller
Encrypted Data
Multicast
Group Key or
Subgroup Key

TABLE 1
Comparison to the previous works

Group Membership
Information

1.3

Mobile User Group

Contributions and Organization

The main contribution of this paper is the development
of a new framework for optimal GKM with dynamic
mobile subscribers. The proposed framework consists of
cost-efﬁcient key-tree generation and management. We
also provide a new mathematical analysis methodology
for quantifying the performance of key-trees. The contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:
1) We propose a new mathematical analysis methodology that can provide the precise average value
of communication overhead for group key updates under general conditions. The conditions include an arbitrary number of members, non-equal
leaving probabilities, and non-balanced and noncomplete tree structure can support the mobile
situations. Note that unlike previous works, the
average size of rekeying messages can be calculated
even though the subscription periods are diverse.
Also, through our analysis, we ﬁnd the conditions
for the optimal tree structure that minimizes communication overhead.
2) We develop a two-step mechanism for optimal keytree generation: one for initial key-tree generation
followed by key-tree maintenance after the group
membership changes. The ﬁrst algorithm can generate a key-tree that corresponds to the optimal
key-tree obtained by mathematical analysis.
3) For the second step of the mechanism in 2), we propose an optimal key-tree maintenance algorithm
for use after the group membership changes. The
algorithm optimizes the key-tree by modifying the
tree structure considering the diverse-subscription
periods of the mobile users.
In order to emphasize the contribution, we show the
comparison between previous work and our approach
as shown in Table1. While previous work is limited to
some speciﬁc cases, our work is applicable to practical
and general cases.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 describes the model of our framework. In
Section 3, we analyze the communication overhead of
the key-tree by calculating the average size of rekeying messages. The properties of the optimal key-tree
are discussed with certain theorems and corollaries in
Section 4. In that section, we propose the methodology
for generating the key-tree and locating the keys on the
key-tree to minimize the average size derived in Section
3. After that, we propose a GKM framework with two

Fig. 2. Model of multicast environment

algorithms for initial construction and optimization of
the key tree is proposed in Section 5 and the simulation
result is shown in section 6. Finally, we conclude this
paper in section 7.

2

M ODEL

OF

F RAMEWORK

The model of the proposed framework consists of a group
controller(GC), a server, and a mobile user group. The GC
manages all key types that are used to encrypt data
or other keys, and transmits the keys that are updated
upon changes in the mobile user group. A server sends
group members data that is encrypted with the group
key. Figure 2 shows a model of a multicast environment.
The trafﬁc encryption key(TEK), which is shared by the
server and all users in the group, is used to encrypt data,
so the server encrypts the data that is sent to users only
once. For forward and backward secrecy, the TEK should
be updated whenever the group membership changes.
We adopt BR to achieve efﬁcient rekeying in an environment where users join and leave frequently. A tree
structure in BR has two types of nodes. Let T be a keytree. There is a bijection mapping between UT and the set
of user-nodes, and between KT and the set of key-nodes,
where UT and KT are the sets of all users and all keys in
T, respectively. User-nodes are located on the leaves of
T, and key-nodes are located on the other nodes. On the
parent node of each user-node, an IK is placed, which
is shared by only the key server and the corresponding
user. The TEK is located on the root of the tree, and is
shared by the key server and all users in UT . Finally, the
key encryption keys(KEKs) are located on the remaining
nodes, which are shared by users whose user-nodes are
descendents of a key-node for the KEK.
Let RT be a set of relationships (u, k) such that key k
is shared to user u. Then, (u, k) ∈ RT if and only if the
key-node of k is an ancestor of the user-node of u. As
an example, the secure group of the key-tree in Fig 3 is
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Key Nodes

3 A NALYSIS OF C OMMUNICATION C OST
G ROUP R EKEYING

User Nodes

The communication cost owing to group rekeying depends on the size of the rekeying messages. Because
the cases for users’ leaving are diverse, we calculate the
average size of rekeying messages.
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Fig. 3. User-nodes and key-nodes in key-tree.

as follows:
UT = {u1 , u2 , u3 , u4 , u5 },
KT = {k12 , k22 , k32 , k42 , k52 , k11 , k21 , k 0 },
RT = {(u1 , k12 ), (u2 , k22 ), (u3 , k32 ), (u4 , k42 ), (u5 , k52 ),
(u1 , k11 ), (u2 , k11 ), (u3 , k21 ), (u4 , k21 ), (u5 , k21 ),
(u1 , k 0 ), (u2 , k 0 ), (u3 , k 0 ), (u4 , k 0 ), (u5 , k 0 )}.
Also, we deﬁne the following sets.
UT (k) = {u|(u, k) ∈ RT }, KT (u) = {k|(u, k) ∈ RT }
Note that UT (k) is a set of users who shares key k, and
KT (u) is a set of keys that user u has.
When the group of users changes, the TEK and
some KEKs should be updated. In BR, key updates
are processed periodically in a batch mode. The message that contains updated keys is called a rekeying
message, and the interval between consecutive key updates is called Rekey Interval. For example, let us consider user 3 and user 4 leave the group in a rekey
interval. All the keys that they had possessed, k21 , k 0 ,
should be updated. Some messages, e.g., {k(new)0 }k11 ,
{k(new)0 }k(new)12 , {k(new)12 }k52 , are transmitted to update
the old keys, which are the rekeying messages.
We also deﬁne the following probability.
Deﬁnition 1 (Leaving probability) Let u be an arbitrary
user of the group. Assume that the rekey interval is ﬁxed.
Then u’s leaving probability p(u) is the probability that u
leaves the group in the rekey interval.
The leaving probability is an average number of leaving the group in a rekey interval. The probability is
calculated as follows:
(The number of u’s leaving the group)

p(u) = 
The number of rekey intervals
in which u subscribes
For the new subscriber, however, because the numerator
and the denominator are 0, we cannot derive its leaving
probability. In this case, we set the probability as the
average leaving probability of the entire users. We will
introduce the way for determining the leaving probability in Section 5. If a user has a higher leaving probability,
the user leaves and joins more frequently. This leaving
probability determines the structure of the optimal keytree.

FOR

Deﬁnition 2 (Average size of rekeying messages) For a keytree T, M(T) is the average size of rekeying messages.
Let UT = {u1 , u2 , · · · , uN }, where N is the group size.
Also let q(ui ) = 1−p(ui ); then q(ui ) is the probability that
ui remains in the group in a rekey interval. For ka ∈ KT
and kb ∈ KT , kb ≺ ka denotes that ka is the parent of kb .
When kb ≺ ka , let {ka }kb be ka encrypted by kb . Let KTe
be the set of all encrypted keys. Then,


KTe  {ka }kb |ka , kb ∈ KT , kb ≺ ka .
The rekeying message consists of some elements of KTe .
Let C be the set of possible cases of users’ leaving.
Then |C| = 2N because there are N users and each user
has two choices: leave or remain. Consider the mapping
V : KTe × C → {0, 1}. V ({ka }kb , c) is 1 if and only if there
exists {ka }kb in the rekeying message when case c has
occurred. Let L(c) be the size of rekeying messages for
case c. Then,

L(c) =
V ({ka }kb , c).
{ka }k ∈KTe
b

In Fig 4 (b), the total length in the rightmost column
indicates L(c). Let P r(c) be the probability of case c
occurring. Because M(T) is the average value of L(c),
M(T) is calculated as follows.
⎡
⎤



⎣
M(T)=
[P r(c) · L(c)] =
P r(c)⎦ (1)
c∈C

{ka }k ∈KTe
b

V ({ka }k ,c)=1
b

The term V ({ka } ,c)=1 P r(c) represents the sum of
kb
the probabilities of the occurrence of c, which contains encrypted key {ka }kb . For the encrypted key
{ka }kb ∈ Ke , let Pr({ka }kb ) be the probability that
{ka }kb exists in the rekeying message. Then Pr({ka }kb ) =
V ({ka }k ,c)=1 P r(c). In Fig 4-(b), the average number of
b
keys in the lowest row indicates Pr({ka }kb ).

∴ M(T) =
Pr({ka }kb ).
(2)
{ka }k ∈KTe
b

Now, let us calculate Pr({ka }kb ). The necessary and
sufﬁcient condition that {ka }kb does not occur in a rekeying messages is that one of following two conditions is
satisﬁed:
a)
b)

All users who have key ka remain
All users who have key kb leave.

The probability that condition a) is satisﬁed is
u∈UT (ka ) q(u), and the probability that condition b) is
satisﬁed is u∈UT (kb ) p(u). Because these two cases are
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Fig. 4. (a) The example of the LKH for 5 users
(b) The calculation method of average size of rekeying
messages

mutually exclusive,
∴ M(T) =

[1 − QT (ka ) − PT (kb )] ,

(3)

b

where PT (k) 

p(u), and QT (k) 

u∈UT (k)
KTK , and KTI

k∈KTK ∪KTI

4

u∈UT

⎡

u∈UT

= 1.46, RT (k21 ) = 1.275.

∴ M(T) = 3.95−2×0.3024+(1−1.46)+(1−1.275) = 2.6102.
The comparison demonstrates that the result obtained
from equation (7) is the same as the result of the direct
average calculation.

q(u)⎦ = cT (TEK)
u∈UT (k)

4
(5)

u∈UT

⎤

⎣cT (k)

RT (k11 )

k∈KTT ∪KTK

u∈UT

k∈KTI

We can also compute the average size of the rekeying
messages by using equation (7) as follows:

q(u) = 3.95,
q(u) = 0.3024,

q(u).

For IKs and TEK,



[1 − PT (k)] = N −
p(u) =
q(u),

q(u).

(6)

u∈UT

Also, for a key-node k, let us deﬁne RT (k) as follows:
RT (k)  PT (k) + cT (k) · QT (k).
From equation (5) and (6), we ﬁnally derive M(T) as
follows:


M(T) = q(u) − cT (TEK)
q(u) +
[1 − RT (k)] . (7)
u∈UT

3

Example. Let us calculate directly the average size of
the rekeying messages for the key tree in Fig. 4-(a) by
enumerating all the possible leaving cases. Assume that
the leaving probabilities of user 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5(who
are mapped to u1 , u2 , u3 , u4 , and u5 , respectively) are
0.1, 0.2, 0.2, 0.25, and 0.3, respectively. Then, q(u1 ) =
0.9, q(u2 ) = q(u3 ) = 0.8, q(u4 ) = 0.75, and q(u5 ) = 0.7.
Because there are ﬁve users, there are 25 = 32 leaving
scenarios. According to the table in Fig. 4-(b), the average
size of the rekeying messages for the 32 leaving cases is
calculated as follows:

P r(c) · L(c) = 0.0336 × 3 + 0.0756 × 3 + · · · = 2.6102.

u∈UT (k)

Let KTT ,
be the set of the entire TEK, all
KEKs, and all IKs, respectively. And let cT (k) be the
number of k’s child nodes in the key-tree T. Because
ka ∈ KTT ∪ KTK and kb ∈ KTK ∪ KTI in {ka }kb ,


[1 − PT (k)] −
[cT (k)QT (k)] (4)
M(T) =

k∈KTT

1

c∈C



{ka }k ∈KTe



5

L (c )

……
All users leave

2

Fig. 5. An example of the similar trees.

The number of keys
Cases (c)

Users

5

u∈UT

k∈KTK

Equation (7) consists of the sum of RT (k), where k
is a KEK key-node. For each KEK key-node k, RT (k)
consists of the product of leaving probabilities [PT (k)],
the product of remaining probabilities[QT (k)], and the
number of child key-nodes[cT (k)]. Thus, M(T) depends
on both the shape of the tree structure and the locations
of the user-nodes.

O PTIMAL K EY -T REE

In this section, we discuss the conditions for the efﬁcient
key-tree. For this tree T, the average size of the rekeying
messages, M(T), should be minimized. Following the
analysis in the previous section, we now investigate the
locations of the users and the shape of the key-tree
structure.
First, we deﬁne the efﬁciency of the key-tree as follows.
Deﬁnition 3 (Efﬁciency) Let T and T be two key-trees,
where UT = UT . T is more efﬁcient than T if and only if
M(T) < M(T ).
4.1

Locations of User-Nodes on a Tree Structure

In this subsection, we discuss the locations of users on
the tree structure which is one of the key components
determining the average size of rekeying messages. We
ﬁnd some conditions for locating users on the tree
structure for the efﬁcient key-tree. Let KT (k) be the set
of key-nodes which are the children of k.
Deﬁnition 4 (Similar structures) Let T and T be two
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u8

u7

u3

u6
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u9
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(a)

6

tree T that are not in the same key path. Assume the
following statements:
a) UT (ka )∪UT (kb ) = {u1 , u2 , · · · , un }, where n is a ﬁxed
positive integer, and n ≥ 2.
b) |UT (ka )| = m, |UT (kb )| = n − m, where m is a ﬁxed
positive integer, and 1 ≤ m ≤ n − 1.
Then, RT (ka ) + RT (kb ) is maximized if and only if
∀ui ∈ UT (ka ) and uj ∈ UT (kb ), p(ui ) ≥ p(uj ),
or ∀ui ∈ UT (ka ) and uj ∈ UT (kb ), p(ui ) ≤ p(uj ).

QT (ka )
pf. Because p(u)
q(u) in most cases, PT (ka )
and PT (kb )
QT (kb ), where u is an arbitrary user.
Hence, we may consider that cT (ka )QT (ka )+cT (kb )QT (kb )
maximizes RT (ka ) + RT (kb ).
Consider the case in which cT (ka )QT (ka ) +
cT (kb )QT (kb ) is maximized. Without loss of generality,
let cT (ka )QT (ka ) ≥ cT (kb )QT (kb ). Assume that there
exist two users ua ∈ UT (ka ) and ub ∈ UT (kb )
u1
u2
u3
u4
u5
u6
u7
u8
u9
such that p(ua ) > p(ub ). Then q(ua ) < q(ub ) and
cT (ka )QT (ka )
(b)
b )QT (kb )
> cT (kq(u
.
q(ua )
b)


Fig. 6. Examples of the non-ordered (a) and ordered
q(ub )
q(ua )
− [QT (ka ) + QT (kb )]
(k
)
·
(k
)
·
Q
+
Q
T a
T b
trees (b).(p(u1 ) ≤ p(u2 ) ≤ · · · ≤ p(u9 ))
q(ua )
q(ub )


QT (ka ) QT (kb )
[q(ub ) − q(ua )] > 0
=
−
q(ua )
q(ub )
key-trees. T and T are similar structures if and only if
The above inequality indicates that when ub and ua
following properties are established.
are
switched, i.e., ub ∈ UT (ka ) and ua ∈ UT (kb ),
a) UT = UT , KT = KT
c
(k
)QT (ka ) + cT (kb )QT (kb ) is larger than the original
T
a
b) ∀k ∈ KT = KT except when k is an IK key-node,
case.
This is contradiction to the property of the maxKT (k) = KT (k).
imum for cT (ka )QT (ka ) + cT (kb )QT (kb ). Hence, ∀ua ∈

Fig. 5 shows an example of similar structures. Two UT (ka ) and ub ∈ UT (kb ), p(ua ) ≤ p(ub ).
similar key-trees have the same tree structure, and only
the orders of user-nodes differ. Now, to investigate the Lemma 2 Let T and k be a key-tree and its key-node for
properties of the efﬁcient key-tree, let us deﬁne the a KEK or TEK. To maximize
ki ∈KT (k) RT (ki ), key-node
following notations.
k should be well ordered.
u7

u6

u8

u9

u1

u2

u5

u3

u4

Deﬁnition 5 (Ordered node) Let T be a key-tree and k be
a key-node of T. Node k is an ordered node if and only
if for any two child nodes ka and kb of k, one of the
following two propositions is satisﬁed:
∀ui ∈ UT (ka ) and uj ∈ UT (kb ), p(ui ) ≤ p(uj ), or
∀ui ∈ UT (ka ) and uj ∈ UT (kb ), p(ui ) ≥ p(uj )
Deﬁnition 6 (Ordered tree) Let T be a key-tree. T is an
ordered tree if and only if ∀k ∈ KT , and k is an ordered
node.

If T is an ordered tree, we can rearrange its usernodes by increasing order of users’ leaving probabilities
without changing the structure of T. A tree in Fig.6 (a)
is not an ordered tree. But a tree in (b) is an ordered tree
because it satisﬁes Deﬁnition 6. This is also because the
upper tree in Fig.6 (b) can be rearranged to the lower
tree, whose user-nodes are arranged in increasing order
of users’ leaving probabilities.
Lemma 1 Let ka and kb be two KEK key-nodes of key-

Assume that there exists a case in which
ki ∈KT (k) RT (ki ) is maximized even though k is not well
ordered. Then, there are two key-nodes kα , kβ ∈ KT (k)
that satisfy the existence of ua , ub ∈ UT (kα ) and uc ,
ud ∈ UT (kβ ), such that p(ua ) > p(uc ) and p(ub ) < p(ud ).
However, according to Lemma 1, RT (kα ) + RT (kβ ) is
maximized when ∀ue ∈ UT (kα ) and uf ∈ UT (kβ ), p(ue ) ≥
p(uf ) or ∀ue ∈ UT (kα ) and uf ∈ UT (kβ ), p(ue ) ≤
p(uf ). This is contradiction to the property that

ki ∈KT (k) RT (ki ) is a maximum.
pf.

Theorem 1 Let T be a key-tree. Then, T is the most
efﬁcient tree among trees similar to T if and only if T is
ordered.
pf. Assume that there exists a case in which T is the
most efﬁcient tree among trees similar to T , but T is
not ordered.
From the deﬁnition, there is a k in T that is not
ordered. From Lemma 2, f (k) increases when k becomes
ordered. Hence, when we modify tree T as k becomes
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TEK
KEKs
IKs
Users
(a)
TEK
KEKs
IKs
Users
(b)
: User who has relatively high leaving probability
: High frequently updated key

Fig. 7. Example of two cases: (a) not-ordered and (b)
ordered trees.
ordered, we get a more efﬁcient key-tree. This is contradiction to the property that T is most efﬁcient. Therefore,
if T is the most efﬁcient tree among trees similar to T, T
is ordered.

According to Theorem 1, a KEK key-node in a keytree should be shared only by users whose leaving
probabilities are similar for the efﬁcient key-tree. Actually, if a user has relatively high leaving probabilities,
the possibility that the KEK which is shared by the
user is updated becomes higher. If the relatively highprobability users are deployed widely in the tree structure, the number of frequently updated KEKs increases.
On the other hand, if the relatively high-probability users
are concentrated in the tree structure, the number of
frequently updated KEKs decreases. Fig.7 compares an
unordered and an ordered tree. As the ﬁgure shows, if
the users who are likely to leave in a rekey interval are
dispersed in the tree structure, the number of updated
keys increases on average.
4.2

Shape of Key-Tree Structure

In this subsection, we discuss the shape of the key-tree
structure, which is another element that determines the
average size of rekeying messages. We propose conditions for the shape of the tree structure for the efﬁcient
key-tree. We assume that such a tree should be ordered,
as proven in the previous subsection.
The proposed conditions consist of four standards:
1) Splitting a KEK-node into two KEK key-nodes,
2) Merging two sibling KEK key-nodes,
3) Creating new child key-nodes, and
4) Deallocating the child key-nodes.
Deﬁnition 7 (Neighbor) Let T be an ordered key-tree
and ka and kb be two sibling key-nodes. ka and kb
are neighbors if and only if for any ui ∈ UT (ka ) and

7

uj ∈ UT (kb )(without loss of generality, assume that
p(ui ) ≤ p(uj )), there exists no user ul such that ul ∈
/
UT (ka ) ∪ UT (kb ) and p(ui ) < p(ul ) < p(uj ).
The logical meaning of neighbor is as follows. For
an ordered tree, we can sort the order of users by the
probabilities that they leave in a rekey interval. In the
sorted tree, ka and kb are neighbors if and only if ka
and kb are sibling key-nodes and one is right next to the
other.
Theorem 2 (Splitting KEK) Let T and k be a key-tree and
a KEK, respectively, and kp be a parent key-node of k.
Also, let KT (k) = {ke1 , ke2 , · · · , kecT (k) }, cT (k) ≥ 4, and
ke1 , ke2 , · · · , kecT (k) be ordered key-nodes in this order,
i.e.,
∀u1 ∈ UT (ke1 ), u2 ∈ UT (ke2 ), · · · , ucT (k) ∈ UT (kecT (k) ),
p(u1 ) ≤ p(u2 ) ≤ · · · ≤ p(ucT (k) ).
Consider the case in which T is modiﬁed to T (d) as
KT (d) (kp ) = [KT (kp )\{k}] ∪ {kad , kbd },
KT (d) (kad ) = {ke1 , ke2 , · · · , ked }, and
KT (d) (kbd ) = {ked+1 , ked+2 , · · · , kecT (k) },
where d is a positive integer and 1 ≤ d < cT (k). Let
dˆ = arg max[RT (d) (kad ) + RT (d) (kbd )]. If
d

ˆ

ˆ

d
d
RT (d)
ˆ (ka ) + RT (d)
ˆ (kb ) + QT (kp ) > RT (k) + 1,

(8)

ˆ is a more efﬁcient tree than T.
then T (d)
pf. From Lemma 1, the values of RT (d) (kad ) + RT (d) (kbd )
are candidates for maximum values of RT (ka ) + RT (kb ),
where ka and kb are split keys from k, because ∀ui ∈
dˆ
UT (d) (kad ) and uj ∈ UT (d) (kbd ), pi ≤ pj . Then, RT (d)
ˆ (ka ) +
ˆ

d
RT (d)
ˆ (kb ) is maximum value of RT (ka ) + RT (kb ).
When k is split into ka and kb , the changed terms of
equation (7) are 1 − RT (k) and 1 − RT (kp ). 1 − RT (k)
is modiﬁed into [1 − RT (d)
ˆ (ka )] + [1 − RT (d)
ˆ (kb )], and
1 − RT (kp ) is into 1 − RT (d)
ˆ (kp ). If

[1 − RT (d)
ˆ (ka )] + [1 − RT (d)
ˆ (kb )] + [1 − RT (d)
ˆ (kp )]
< [1 − RT (k)] + [1 − RT (kp )],

(9)

ˆ is more efﬁcient than T. Also, because P  ˆ (kp ) =
T (d)
T (d)
PT (kp ), QT (d)
ˆ (kp ) = QT (kp ), and cT (d)
ˆ (kp ) = cT (kp ) + 1,
inequality (9) is summarized as inequality (8).

The above theorem is a standard that can determine
whether the KEK should be split for the efﬁciency. For
an arbitrary key k except the IK, if the number of the
users who share k increases, the number of the child
key-nodes of k may also increase. Because the number
of encrypted new k in the rekeying message is the same
as the number of child key-nodes of k when k should
be updated, the case that k is split is more efﬁcient. Of
course, k is split while the key-tree maintains the ordered
tree.
Corollary 3 (Merging two neighbor KEKs) Let T be a keytree, ka and kb be neighbor key-nodes, and kp be a parent
key-node of ka and kb . Let cT (kp ) ≥ 3. Consider the case
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Fig. 8. Example of splitting and merging
in which T is modiﬁed to T as ka and kb are merged
into k, i.e.,
KT (kp )
KT (k)

=
=

[KT (kp )\{ka , kb }] ∪ {k},
KT (ka ) ∪ KT (kb ).

If RT (ka ) + RT (kb ) + QT (kp ) < RT (k) + 1, then T is a
more efﬁcient tree than T.
This corollary is the reverse case of theorem 2. Hence,
we may skip the proof. If the numbers of users who share
ka or kb decreases, the difference in the average number
of encrypted kp may become larger than the difference
between the average size of encrypted k and the sum of
the average size of encrypted ka and kb as T is modiﬁed
to T . Also, because the merged key-nodes are neighbors,
the key-tree is still an ordered tree.
Theorem 4 (Creating child key-nodes) Let T and k be a
key-tree and a KEK or TEK key-node, respectively. Also,
let cT (k) ≥ 4, KT (k) = {ke1 , ke2 , · · · , kecT (k) }, and k be an
ordered key-node, i.e.,
∀u1 ∈ UT (ke1 ), u2 ∈ UT (ke2 ), · · · , ucT (k) ∈ UT (kecT (k) ),
p(u1 ) ≤ p(u2 ) ≤ · · · ≤ p(ucT (k) ).
Consider the case in which T is modiﬁed to T (d) as
KT (d) (k)

=

{kad , kbd },

KT (d) (kad )
KT (d) (kbd )

=

{ke1 , ke2 , · · · , ked },

=

{ked+1 , ked+2 , · · · , kecT (k) },

where d is a positive integer and 2 ≤ d ≤ cT (k) − 2. Let
dˆ = arg max[RT (d) (kad ) + RT (d) (kbd )]. If
d

ˆ

ˆ

d
d
RT (d)
ˆ (ka ) + RT (d)
ˆ (kb ) > 2 + [cT (k) − 2] · QT (k),

(10)

ˆ is a more efﬁcient tree than T.
then T (d)
pf. From Lemma 1, the values of RT (d) (kad ) + RT (d) (kbd )
are candidates for the maximum value among all possible RT (ka ) + RT (kb ) values, where KT (k) = {ka , kb },
KT (k) = KT (ka ) ∪ KT (kb ), and KT (ka ) ∩ KT (kb ) = ∅.
dˆ
dˆ
Hence, RT (d)
ˆ (ka ) + RT (d)
ˆ (kb ) is the maximum value of
RT (ka ) + RT (kb ).

Users

Fig. 9. Example of creating and deallocating child keynodes
The terms of equation (7) that differ between M(T)
and M(T ) are those for k, ka , and kb . The term
for k is modiﬁed from 1 − RT (k) to 1 − PT (d)
ˆ (k) −
ˆ

ˆ

d
d
cT (d)
ˆ (k)QT (d)
ˆ (k). Also, for ka and kb , two terms, [1 −
ˆ

ˆ

d
d
RT (d)
ˆ (ka )] and [1 − RT (d)
ˆ (kb )] are newly created. If

1 − RT (k) > [1 − PT (d)
ˆ (k) − cT (d)
ˆ (k)QT (d)
ˆ (k)]
ˆ

ˆ

d
d
+[1 − RT (d)
ˆ (ka )] + [1 − RT (d)
ˆ (kb )], (11)

T (d) is more efﬁcient than T. Also, because
PT (d)
= PT (kp ), QT (d)
= QT (kp ), and
ˆ (kp )
ˆ (kp )
cT (d)
ˆ (k) = 2, inequality (11) is summarized as inequality
(10).

The above theorem is a standard that can determine
whether we create child key-nodes of k for efﬁciency,
where k is a KEK or TEK. If the number of the users
who share k increases, the number of child key-nodes
of k may also increase. As in key-splitting, this theorem
can be applied when the number of users who share k
increases. Hence, we may choose whichever of Theorem
2 or Theorem 4 which reduces communication overhead
more when UT (k) becomes large.
Corollary 5 (Deallocating child key-nodes) Let T be a
key-tree and k be a KEK key-node in T, where KT (k) =
{ka , kb }. Consider the case in which T is modiﬁed to T ,
such that KT (k) = KT (ka ) ∪ KT (kb ) and ka and kb are
eliminated. If
RT (ka ) + RT (kb ) < 2 + [cT (k) − 2] · QT (k),


then T is more efﬁcient than T.
This corollary is the reverse case of Theorem 4. Hence,
we may skip the proof. Like Corollary 3, this corollary
can be applied when the number of users who shares
k decreases, where k is a key-node for a TEK or KEK.
However, it can be applied only if k has two children.
If this corollary is processed for k, the children of k are
deallocated, and the depth of k is decreased.
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Fig. 10. Merging with neighbor key-node

5
5.1

P ROPOSED A LGORITHM
Basic Functions

The proposed GKM consists of basic functions for
merging or dividing subtrees. Using the theorems and
corollaries in the previous section, we introduce the
following four basic functions.
Splitting KEK : According to Theorem 2, we ﬁrst
ﬁnd the maximum value of RT (kad ) + RT (kbd ), where
kad and kbd are deﬁned as in Theorem 2. Then, for the
ˆ
maximum value, RT (kad ) + RT (kbd ), if the inequality
ˆ
ˆ
in Theorem 2 is satisﬁed, we split k into kad and kbd .
Otherwise, we do nothing for key k. The procedures
can be described as following function.
SplitKey: key-tree T, KEK key-node k
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:

pivot ← 0;
Rmax ← 0;
for i = 1 to cT (k) − 1 do
cT(k)
i
i
R ← j=1 PT (kj ) + j=i+1
PT (kj ) + i j=1 QT (kj )
cT(k)
+[cT (k) − i] j=i+1 QT (kj );
if R > Rmax then
pivot ← i;
Rmax ← R;
end if
end for
if Rmax + QT (kp ) > RT (k) + 1 then
KT (ka ) ← {k1 , k2 , · · · , kpivot };
KT (kb ) ← {kpivot+1 , kpivot+2 , · · · , kcT (k) };
KT (kp ) ← [KT (kp )\{k}] ∪ {ka , kb };
return true;
else
return false;
end if

9

Merging 2 KEKs : The keys that can be merged
with kares kl and kr , where kl and kr are neighbors of
k, and kl ≺ k ≺ kr . Let kcan be a candidate for merging
with k. Then, kcan ∈ {kl , kr }. If there exists no kl , then
kcan = kr , and if there exists no kr , then kcan = kl . If
both kr and kl exist, we choose between kl and kr for
kcan so that the case for merging k and kcan is more
optimal than the case for merging k and the other key
(Fig. 10). After selecting kcan , we determine whether
we merge k and kcan . According to Corollary 3, if
the inequality is satisﬁed, we merge k and kcan . The
procedures can be described as following function.
MergeKey: key-tree T, KEK key-node k
if cT (kp ) < 3 then
return false;
end if
// kl , kr are neighbors of k such that kl ≺ k ≺ kr .
4: if kl does not exist then
5:
kcan ← kr ;
6: else if kr does not exist then
7:
kcan ← kl ;
8: else
9:
if cT (k)QT (k)[QT (kl ) − QT (kr )] > [PT (kl ) −
PT (kr )][1−PT (k)]+[cT (kl )QT (kl )−cT (kr )QT (kr )][1−
QT (k)] then
10:
kcan ← kl ;
11:
else
12:
kcan ← kr ;
13:
end if
14: end if
15: if RT (k) + RT (kcan ) + QT (kp ) < PT (k) · PT (kcan ) +
[cT (k) + cT (kcan )] · QT (k) · QT (kcan ) then
16:
KT (knew ) ← KT (k) ∪ KT (kcan );
17:
KT (kp ) ← [KT (kp )\{k, kcan }] ∪ {knew };
18:
return true;
19: else
20:
return false;
21: end if
Creating new child key-nodes : Between key
k and its child key-nodes, we may insert two new
KEKs. According to Theorem 4, we ﬁrst ﬁnd the
maximum value of RT (kad ) + RT (kbd ), where kad and kbd
are deﬁned as in Theorem 4. Then, for the maximum
ˆ
value RT (kad ) + RT (kbd ), if the inequality in Theorem 4 is
ˆ
ˆ
satisﬁed, we create k’s two child key-node kad and kbd .
Otherwise, we do nothing for key k. The procedures
can be described as following function.
1:
2:
3:

CreatChild: key-tree T, TEK or KEK key-node k
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:

pivot ← 0;
Rmax ← 0;
for i = 1 to cT (k) − 1 do
cT(k)
i
R ← j=1 PT (kj ) + j=i+1
PT (kj ) + i
cT(k)
+[cT (k) − i] j=i+1 QT (kj );
if R > Rmax then
pivot ← i;
Rmax ← R;

i
j=1

QT (kj )
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end if
9: end for
10: if Rmax > 2 + [cT (k) − 2] · QT (k) then
11:
KT (ka ) ← {k1 , k2 , · · · , kpivot };
12:
KT (kb ) ← {kpivot+1 , kpivot+2 , · · · , kcT (k) };
13:
KT (k) ← {ka , kb };
14:
return true;
15: else
16:
return false;
17: end if
Deallocating child key-nodes : For KEK k1 , if
the number of siblings of k1 is one, k1 may be merged
with k2 , where k2 is the sibling key-node. In this case,
we deallocate k1 and k2 , and we directly connect the
parent and children. According to Corollary 5, if the
inequality is satisﬁed, we deallocate k1 and k2 . The
procedures can be described as following function.
8:

DeallChild: key-tree T, TEK or KEK key-node k
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:

5.2

if cT (k) > 2 then
return false;
end if
//KT (k) = {k1 , k2 }.
if RT (k1 ) + RT (k2 ) < 2 + [cT (k) − 2] · QT (k) then
KT (k) ← [KT (k1 ) ∪ KT (k1 )];
Deallocate k1 and k2 ;
return true;
else
return false;
end if
GKM Framework

In this subsection, we propose a new GKM framework
consisting of algorithms for initial construction of a keytree, and for optimizing the key-tree after the group
membership changes.
5.2.1 Initial Tree Construction
In this subsection, we describe the algorithm for generating a key-tree from the given users’ information. Algorithm 1 is the process for the initial key-tree construction.
The input is the information about the group of users,
and the users are sorted in increasing order of leaving
probability. The output is a key-tree T. This algorithm
consists mainly of the recursive functions of SplitKey or
CreateChild. It works as follows. First, generate a tree
whose height is 1, where the root is a TEK, and the leaf
nodes are user-nodes. Then, because there is no KEK
key-node, the process operates creating two child keynodes function. If the function returns true, the recursive
function is launched. If it returns false, the algorithm
ends.
The detailed process of the recursive function is as
follows. For a KEK k, the process determines to apply
SplitKey or CreateChild. The criterion for the decision
is the lower value of M(T). If the recursive function
returns true, T becomes more efﬁcient, and it could

10

Algorithm 1 Algorithm for Initial Tree Construction
Inputs : User u1 , u2 , · · · , uN , where p(u1 ) ≤ p(u2 ) ≤
· · · ≤ p(uN )
Output : Key-tree T
Allocate TEK in T;
KT (TEK) ← {k1 , k2 , · · · , kN };
3: if CreateChild(T,TEK) = true then
4:
for all k ∈ KT (TEK) do
5:
makeTree(k);
6:
end for
7: end if
Function makeTree: key-node k
8: if [cT (k) − 1] · QT (k) + 1 > RT (k) then
9:
if SplitKey(T, k) = true then
10:
for all kchild ∈ KT (k) do
11:
makeTree(kchild );
12:
end for
13:
end if
14: else
15:
if CreateChild(T, k) = true then
16:
for all kchild ∈ KT (k) do
17:
makeTree(kchild );
18:
end for
19:
end if
20: end if
1:
2:

become much more efﬁcient yet again. If it returns false,
a subtree of T of which k is the root is itself the most
efﬁcient subtree. Hence, if the basic algorithm returns
true, then this recursive function continues, and if the
algorithm returns false, the recursive function stops.
5.2.2 Optimization After the Group Membership
Changes
When the group membership changes, the key-tree
can be no longer optimal. In this subsection, we propose
another algorithm that maintains the optimality of the
key-tree when the group membership changes.
The proposed algorithm has two parts: removing and
placing users and re-shaping the structure of the keytree. For the ﬁrst part, the algorithm removes the leaving
users and places newly joined users by considering the
order of users’ leaving probabilities. Next, the algorithm
marks the KEK key-nodes that are parents of the IK keynodes of leaving users or joining users. If a marked KEK
key-node has child key-nodes for IKs of only leaving
users, the node is marked as −1, for only joining users,
the node is marked as 1, and for both leaving and
joining users, the node is marked as 0. Marking it as 1
means that the number of child key-nodes of the marked
node increases, and marking it as −1 means that on the
number decreases.
The second part consists of bottom-up iterations for
the depth of the key-tree. Each iteration consists of
two parts again: processing the node and marking the
parent node. For each iteration, the algorithm ﬁnds the
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Algorithm 2 Algorithm for Group Membership Changes
Input : key-tree T, Joining Users u1j , u2j , · · · , uλj ,
Leaving Users u1l , u2l , · · · , uμl
Output : Modiﬁed key-tree T
1:
2:
3:
: Leaving User

4:

: Joining User

5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:

Marked as -1

Marked as 1

Marked as 0

11:
12:
13:
14:

Marked as 1

Marked as -1

15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:

Marked as 1

Fig. 11. Example of the Updating Algorithm

Set the joining users in and remove the leaving users
from T in order of the users’ leaving probabilities;
for δ = depth of T − 1 to 1 do
for all KEK k in depth δ of T do
if cT (k) increases then
Mark k as 1;
if Splitting k is more optimal than creating k’s
new children then
SplitKey(T,k);
else
CreateChild(T,k);
end if
else if cT (k) decreases then
Mark k as −1;
if cT (kp ) > 2 then
MergeKey(T,kp );
else
DeallChild(T,kp );
end if
else
Mark k as 0;
end if
end for
end for
Update the leaving probability of the leaving users;

marked key-nodes at the corresponding depth. The algorithm considers only the key-nodes marked as described
above. If the node is marked as 1, either the function
for splitting node or that for creating child key-nodes is
executed. When the function returns true, the splitting
or creating operation was successful, and the parent
of the current node is marked as 1. If the node is
marked as −1, either the function for merging nodes or
that for deallocating child key-nodes is executed. When
the function returns true, the merging or deallocating
operation was successful, and the parent of the current
node is marked as −1. Finally if the node is marked as 0,
the algorithm chooses a function from among the four
basic algorithms to make the current node optimal. If
splitting or creating is executed, the parent key-node is
marked as 1, and if merging or deallocating is executed,
it is marked as −1.
After regenerating the key tree, the algorithm ﬁnally
updates the leaving probabilities of the leaving users.
The updating process is as follows. For a leaving user uil ,
let I(uil ) and G(uil ) be the number of rekey intervals in
which the user subscribes and the number of leaving the
group, respectively. After ﬁnishing Algorithm 2, G(uil )
increases by 1, and I(uil ) increases by the number of
rekey intervals in which uil subscribes in the current
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group. Then, p(uil ) is updated to
5.3

G(uil )
.
I(uil )

Computational Cost

Now, we analyze the computational cost for the proposed algorithms. Because the algorithms are composed
of the basic functions which are introduced in 5.1, we
ﬁrst investigate the complexity of the basic functions,
after that, we discuss the proposed algorithm.
5.3.1 For Basic Functions
We proposed the four basic functions. However, functions M ergeKey and DeallChild do not have any iterations, so that the computational complexity is constant.
Therefore we analyze the complexity of SplitKey and
CreateChild.
The two functions are composed of the same procedures except for line 10. Also, the computational costs
for the functions are mostly emerged in an iteration
of lines 3-9, respectively. Each function is composed of
cT (k) − 1 iterations, and the computational complexity
for each iteration is O(cT (k)) due to line 4. Hence, the
computational complexity for each function is O(cT (k)2 ).
5.3.2 For Proposed Algorithms
First, we discuss the initial tree construction algorithm.
As Algorithm 1, the process is composed of a recursive
function makeT ree(k). The computational costs for line
9 and 15 are O(cT (k)2 ), respectively. Also, cT (k) = |UT (k)|
since line 9 or 15 is processed when k and its child
nodes compose a ﬂat tree. Therefore, the computational
costs for line 9 and 15 are O(|UT (k)|2 ), respectively.
Furthermore, function makeT ree is processed for a TEK
and every KEK, in turn, the computational cost for
Algorithm 1 is
⎛
⎞

O⎝
|UT (k)|2 ⎠ .
k∈KTT ∪KTK

Now, we analyze the computational cost for algorithm
for optimization after the group membership changes.
As Algorithm 2, the basic functions are processed for
only the TEK or KEKs whose descendants are modiﬁed.
The number of such a TEK or KEKs is not greater
than the number of entire TEK and KEKs. Furthermore,
complexity for each basic function is not greater than
O(cT (k)2 ), where k is a current key-node of procedure in
lines 4-20. Hence, the computational cost for Algorithm
2 is not greater than the following value:
⎛
⎞

O⎝
cT (k)2 ⎠ .
k∈KTT ∪KTK

6

S IMULATIONS

To evaluate the performance of the framework, we
conducted simulations of the proposed approach and

Group Size
16
64
256
1024
4096
16384
65536

4-ary BR(T4 )
0.594ms, 3.54
0.813ms, 1.80 × 10
3.98ms, 7.61 × 10
7.12ms, 3.08 × 102
13.2ms, 1.24 × 103
29.6ms, 4.96 × 103
103ms, 1.98 × 104
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Proposed Key-Tree(T)
23.5ms, 2.56
29.8ms, 1.35 × 10
42.5ms, 5.61 × 10
59.7ms, 2.28 × 102
85.1ms, 9.13 × 102
185ms, 3.65 × 103
592ms, 1.45 × 104

TABLE 2
Results for Initial Construction of Tree Structure(Processing
Time(ms) and Average size of Rekeying Messages)

compared it to the existing one. The simulations consists
of two parts: one for the building algorithm and one
for dynamic scenarios of users’ joining and leaving. The
results are compared in terms of the average processing
time and the average size of the rekeying messages.
6.1

Building the Tree Structure

We simulate Algorithm 1 and investigate its performance. For simulation model, we assume that there are
N users and their leaving probabilities are given, and
construct a new key-tree T by using the algorithm. For
comparison, we choose a 4-ary balanced and complete
BR T4 , which has been proven to be the optimal BR.
Speciﬁcally, we set the number of users, N , to a power
of 4, because a full-4-ary BR whose height is h has 4h
users.
We measure the processing time(ms) for constructing
the key-tree, and calculate the average number of rekeying messages M(T) when the number of subscribers(N )
is given. The simulation works as follows. We ﬁrst set
N users and their leaving probabilities. The leaving
probabilities are determined randomly with an average
of 0.9. Second, we build the 4-ary balanced and complete
BR, T4 . Third, we build a key-tree T, by using Algorithm
1. We measure the processing time and calculate M(T4 )
and M(T) by employing equation (7). We iterate the
above procedures 100 times, and derive the average processing times and average value of M(T) and M(T4 ).
Table 2 compares the average processing time and
size of the keying messages for 4h users, where h is
an integer, and 1 ≤ h ≤ 7. The processing time for the
proposed algorithm is longer than one for generating
the 4-ary balanced and complete BR, but the times are
absolutely short, i.e., the proposed algorithm terminates
within a resonable time. Also, for the computational cost,
the average value of M(T) is 30 ∼ 40% as small as
M(T4 ).
6.2 For Dynamic Scenarios of Users’ Joining and
Leaving
We simulate Algorithm 2 with group dynamics to maintain the optimality of the key tree. For simulation model,
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Group Size
16
64
256
1024
4096
16384
65536

4-ary BR(T4 )
0.120ms
0.369ms
0.865ms
2.82ms
6.13ms
21.4ms
80.1ms

Proposed Key-Tree(T)
13.6ms
15.2ms
20.8ms
28.6ms
52.9ms
113ms
381ms

TABLE 3
Average Processing Time for Optimizing Tree Structure

Fig. 12. Result of Simulation for Optimizing Tree Structure
we assume that there are N subscribers, and their
leaving probabilities are given. We generate two keytrees T and T4 by using the construction processes in
6.1. And then, we simulate the subscribers’ joining and
leaving freely, as in real-life situations. In every rekey
interval, group rekeying is executed, for T, tree structure
modiﬁcation is also executed.
To observe the computational and communication
cost, we measure the processing time and the number of
rekeying messages in every rekey interval. The simulation works as follows. We ﬁrst set 16384 users, determine
their leaving probabilities randomly, and build key-trees
T and T4 , where T is made by using Algorithm 1 and
T4 is made as 4-ary balanced and complete BR. After
that, we simulate that each user leaves or joins the group
according to one’s leaving probability. For each rekey
interval, we check the joining and leaving users and
calculate the size of rekeying messages for T and T4 . For
T, we also apply Algorithm 2 to maintain optimality.
Table 3 indicates the average processing times. Although the time for proposed scheme is larger than the
original 4-ary BR, Algorithm 2 is terminated within a
reasonable time. Figure 3 compares the size of rekeying
messages for our proposed key-tree and a 4-ary BR. The
plot for the proposed key-tree shows that optimality is
preserved in most rekey intervals. Also, for all rekey
intervals, the average size of the rekeying messages for
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the proposed one is 45% less than that for the 4-ary BR.
Hence, we conﬁrm that Algorithm 2 maintains the keytree’s optimality.

7

C ONCLUSION

This paper proposes a new GKM framework for the
environment with dynamic mobile subscribers. Unlike
other tree-based GKM schemes, ours assumes no special
conditions: users have unequal leaving probabilities, and
the key-tree is unbalanced and incomplete. We ﬁrst
compute the exact communication cost for the general
key-tree. On the basis of the accurate communication
cost, we propose two algorithms: one for initial keytree construction, and the other for optimizing the keytree when the group membership changes. The ﬁrst
algorithm generates a more optimal key-tree structure
than that in previous works, and the second algorithm
maintains its optimality. Furthermore, instead of using
the special trees, i.e., balanced and complete key-trees,
we employ a general tree structure, so our GKM can
support any number of users. In our ﬁrst simulation,
we showed that the average communication overhead
of a key-tree made by our initial key-tree construction
algorithm for group rekeying is 30 ∼ 40% smaller than
that of a 4-ary balanced and complete key-tree, which
was identiﬁed as the most optimal tree in previous
works. In our second simulation, we conﬁrmed that the
second algorithm maintains the optimality of the keytree by showing that during group membership changes,
the average communication cost for our generated keytree is 45% less than that for the 4-ary balanced and
complete key-tree. If our proposed GKM is applied to
multicasting, GKM would be more cost-effective than
using existing key-trees.
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